# editorial

The best is often the enemy of the good
Prof. Mauro Labanca
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# case report

Anti-ageing medicine and orthodontic appliance therapy treatment: An interdisciplinary approach
Dr Derek Mahony & Dr Theodore R. Belfor

Non-extraction treatment of severe crowding with the aid of cyclic forces and corticotomy
Dr Gaetano Turatti, Dr Amedeo Salomone & Dr Luca Giordano
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# technique

Tooth whitening and orthodontics: The icing on the cake
Dr Yassine Harichane
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# industry report

New concepts in aligner therapy with the orthocaps system
Dr Wajeeh Khan
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# interview

Embracing Sagittal First treatment—The Carriere Motion 3D Appliance: Revolutionising Class II and Class III corrections
Interview with Dr Luis Carrière & Dr John Graham

ICD—Honouring the world’s leading dentists since 1920
Interview with Dr Dov Sydney
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# manufacturer news
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# meetings

Survey: What attracted you to the EOS Congress?

Nice, Hamburg, Oslo, Limassol and Athens to host upcoming EOS congresses

BOC interview: “There will be a strong emphasis on interdisciplinary care”
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